Norms for discussion

- Presume positive intentions
- Engage respectfully
- Listen attentively
- Aim for equal participation
- Respect boundaries
- Provide evidence

Online working agreements

- Use your video camera if possible
- Use names to address each other
- Use features (mute, raise hand, chat, etc) appropriately
- Be okay with silence
- Start and end on time

from The Discussion Project
Tuesday summaries

- One paragraph summarizing the work
- One paragraph with your reaction
- Two or more questions for discussion
- Posted someplace that I can get them:
  - Blog
  - Github repository
  - Box or Dropbox or Google Drive folder
  - Email them to me (least preferred)

- Post by 8:00am each Tuesday
Breakout groups

► Questions:
  – What is the problem?
  – Is it still a problem?
  – Which figure did you think was most effective?
  – Least effective?

► 10 min discussion; 5 min summarize in
  video.etherpad.com/p/bmi881_2020-09-08

► facilitator: try to keep on task

► timekeeper: watch the clock